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BICYCLE FACILITIES AND POTENTIAL PROJECTS

PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES AND POTENTIAL PROJECTS

ORIGINS AND DESTINATIONS

PARCEL ANALYSIS - IMPROVEMENT VALUE TO LAND VALUE RATIO AND PUBLIC OWNERSHIP

I am not exactly
sure where the

potential
connection
should be

located, but I
think that there
should be some

sort of
connection to

the Children of
the Sun Trail

from the Farwell
area. This will

have to be
collaborated
 with WSDOT

As discussed
with Colin. A

connection from
the COS bicycle

facilities at
Holland that

connects to the
planned

Greta/Whitworth
bike route could

be an option.

Any
connection
ideas to link
the YMCA to

any of the
surrounding
neighboods
and planned
neighborho

ods?

Safer
connections
to Holmberg

Park Important connection here, explore
opportunities for more direct
connection to river/downtown at
southern end of Ruby bike facility.

Jason Lien
Sep 3, 2021 at 5:44 PM

From Economics Workshop:
Connectivity to Children of

the Sun trail at the northend
needed, along 395 north

From Economics Workshop:
Multi-use trail opportunity

along utility corridor

From Economics Workshop:
Potential nonmotorized

connection between Elcli�
and Middleton

From Economics Workshop:
Whitworth is mostly built

out, likely the improvements
that will happen have, would

recommend instead of the
node around Hawthorne

having a node around
Magnesium to Holland. That

portion of the corridor is
very dangerous for

pedestrians and
improvement/focus there

would dramatically improve
bike-ped safety.

From Economics Workshop:
The island sitting in the

middle of Magnesium at
Standard not only drives

tra�c o� of arterials into the
neighborhood, but cars

making illegal turns to avoid
it have created an unsafe

pedestrian/bike
environment in this area.

 This has significant e�ects
on pedestrians reaching the

bus stop at Price/Division

From Economics Workshop:
This intersection (Division &
Price/Magnesium) already
su�ers from visibility and

access issues.  The sidewalk
is narrow and often blocked,

the grade change between
Division and adjacent

properties can be significant
(see by the Dutch Bros), and

vehicles now often
ignore/nearly hit pedestrians

as they speed up to climb
the hill into town.  These

shortfalls need to be
addressed if any

improvements are planned
here.

This could be a key intersection
improvement --- alot of ped/bike
activity and destinations, and this is
where the red route crosses over
Highway 2 --- Holland is very busy,
but there seems to be alot of space
in the ROW.  A bike shop located
there right next to a new bus
shelter at the northwest corner ---
great spot for a short protected bike
lane connection across the Newport
Hwy

Colin
Sep 16, 2021 at 4:07 PM (edited)

Recent fatal bicycle crash, driver at
fault -- Hawthorne and 395

Colin
Sep 16, 2021 at 4:10 PM

Tricky crossing for the bike route --
shifting this portion of Hawthorne
from shared lane markings to bike
lanes would help if there's space

Colin
Sep 16, 2021 at 4:11 PM

Opportunity to leverage
planned/funded HAWK signal ---
unique route bordering cemetery
property to the west of Division

Colin
Sep 16, 2021 at 4:13 PM

Good opportunity to connect Wall
and Standard bike lanes, and create
crossing opportunities for parallel
red/blue bike routes. WSDOT
approving agency, route may be
a�ected when NSC opens

Colin
Sep 16, 2021 at 4:15 PM

Would be interested in public
feedback on the relative
importance/value of Rowan Ave
bike route vs. Everett Ave greenway.
Parks is open to a new shared-use
path through Franklin Park to
extend the planned Everett
Greenway. Planned/funded HAWK
signal will be installed at Everett. We
are considering a future Comp Plan
amendment to extend Everett
Greenway west to NW Blvd.

Colin
Sep 16, 2021 at 4:18 PM

Opportunity to leverage
planned/funded HAWK signal ---
neighborhood supports Longfellow
Greenway improvements --- good
cross-city East-West bike ped
connection

Colin
Sep 16, 2021 at 4:20 PM

Potential opportunity for shared-
use path connection to get up the
blu�.

Colin
Sep 16, 2021 at 4:23 PM (edited)

The Bridgeport Connection Option
could really open up the ped-bike
network, as people tend to traverse
the blu� using Mayfair/Lidgerwood,
and Bridgeport could bring people
back to the Division destinations
and bus stops, and allow them to
get to the neighborhoods to the
west. Currently you are kind of
stuck east of Division if you commit
to using the Mayfair/Lidgerwood
route up the blu�

Colin
Sep 16, 2021 at 4:26 PM

Extending the Buckeye bike route
across Division/Ruby and along
North Foothills would be massive
for connecting the walk/bike
network --- currently Buckeye drops
people o� in the middle of a
dangerous environment at the
couplet that never picks back up on
the other side.

Colin
Sep 16, 2021 at 4:30 PM

Recommend adding symbology for
protected bike lanes on the Division
and Ruby couplet that was part of
the LPA cross-section ---  and
discuss whether the
recommendation is to provide both
the protected bike lanes and the
parallel routes along the couplet. I
think it would be worth keeping all
options on the table with the
parallel routes and the protected
facilities on Division and Ruby

Colin
Sep 16, 2021 at 4:32 PM (edited)

Recommend bumping this red
route up to Boone as Cataldo has
been vacated and protected bike
lanes are planned on Boone

Colin
Sep 16, 2021 at 4:35 PM

There is some potential here for
continuing the yellow connection
option to the east, but would
require partnering with Gonzaga
and apartment buildings. Could
bump down to the Centennial Trail
and then extend up through
campus to connect with
Liidgerwood

Colin
Sep 16, 2021 at 4:37 PM

This could match up with
recommendations from the City
Line TOD study to install a two-way
protected bike lane on the south
side of Mission going east

Colin
Sep 16, 2021 at 4:39 PM

toward Lidgerwood

From Economics Workshop:
Many pedestrians along

Boone corridor near
Gonzaga

From Economics Workshop:
Nonmotorized flows along

Lidgerwood between Indiana
and River

From Economics Workshop:
East-west access to corridor
from housing & Gonzaga -

mostly coming from the east
(in couplet area).

From Economics Workshop:
High potential for

multimodal connections in
corridor vicinity between

Cataldo and River

Jay Ave would be a good spot
for consideration given the

grocery stores and other
retail, park, and proximity to
 medium density residential.
The drive aisle from Newport
is confusing though, so would

need to address separating
cars from bike/peds.

Some focus in that
area wouldn't hurt
given the extent of

gaps and potential to
connect into both E/W

parallel corridors.

Important intersection for
pedestrian improvements,
connecting destinations to the east
on N. Foothills back west to
destinations on the other side of
the couplet, even potentially as far
away as Corbin Park

Colin
Sep 16, 2021 at 4:41 PM

This sidewalk gap was just fixed,
with a new sidewalk installed last
year. This has highlighted N. River
Driver as an important pedestrian
connection, and drawn focus to all
the gaps when it reaches the
couplet. Finding a way to extend the
yellow connection option east
through the couplet intersection
would be really helpful, maybe
using the Centennial Trail to get
over and under the corridor, but
then creating a high-quality
connection back north on the other
side through the apartments and up

Colin
Sep 16, 2021 at 4:44 PM




